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Dalebrook Supplies are world 
leaders in the design and 
manufacture of melamine food 
display solutions.

With over 75 years of experience, 
Dalebrook is always developing 
their product range by 
introducing new styles, shapes, 
and finishes while ensuring 
the quality of their items are 
paramount.

APPEARANCE
Looks like china or natural products 
with different finishes and effects.

DISHWASHER SAFE
Dishwasher safe.

RECYCLING
Melamine is recyclable.

Why Choose Melamine?

TEMPERATURE
Withstands food and 
drink temperatures from 
-4°F to 250°F.

TAILOR MADE DESIGN

Dalebrook’s in-house design team specializes in 
designing and producing new concepts from the ground 
up. Their accreditations endorse a commitment to 
delivering excellent products supported by a 
world-class design service.

SURFACE
Durable, chip, scratch,
and crack resistant
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Dalebrook delivers original, high-quality 
food service and display solutions, taking 

inspiration from studying cultures, food 
service, and worldwide design trends.

INSPIRATION

Supported by their in-house rapid 
prototyping capability, Dalebrook 

designs innovative new forms, finishes and 
material combinations.

INNOVATION

Dalebrook’s in-house creative team 
designs new and original products with 

a commitment to improving the way 
food is displayed and served.

DESIGN

5-13 TABLEWARE

PIGMENT
MINERAL

MARL
TRAFALGAR

TALON

14-18 BUFFET & RETAIL DISPLAY

KATA & RIPPLE
INTERCHANGEABLE STANDS

BUFFET STANDS

organic bowl
TB4704 6.7” x 5.5” x 2.4” 12.8 oz H

organic bowl
TB4705 9.5” x 7.9” x 3.5” 41.6 oz E

oval bowl
TB4703 12.7” x 5.5” x 1.5” 23.6 oz 15

Pigment’s shapes have been designed to mimic the look and 
feel of organic hand crafted ceramics. It gives this tableware 
range a rustic but contemporary style, a complement to any 
table top or table setting. 

MATTE EFFECT

PIGMENT COLLECTION

PIGMENT
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The look of handmade ceramic stoneware with all the 
benefits of melamine! The Mineral Tableware Collection 
has a matte texture with attractive light-catching glossy 
particles.

LUMINESCENT TEXTURE

MINERAL COLLECTION

crackle glaze plate 
8.0” dia. x 1.2” J

aqua TAQ4712

noir TB4712

indigo TBL4712

parchment TCM4712

agate grey TGY4712

crackle glaze plate 
8.0” dia. x 1.8” E

noir TB4709

crackle glaze plate 
9.6” dia. x 1.2” J

aqua TAQ4713

noir TB4713

indigo TBL4713

parchment TCM4713

agate grey TGY4713

crackle glaze plate 
11.8” dia. x 2.0”

14

aqua TAQ4710

noir TB4710

indigo TBL4710

parchment TCM4710

crackle glaze platter
12.0” x 9.0” x 1.2” J

aqua TAQ4716

noir TB4716

indigo TBL4716

parchment TCM4716

agate grey TGY4716

crackle glaze bowl 
9.5” dia. x 2.0” 41.6 oz H

noir TB4708

indigo TBL4708

parchment TCM4708

crackle glaze bowl
6.3” dia. x 1.7” 15.2 oz J

aqua TAQ4715

noir TB4715

indigo TBL4715

parchment TCM4715

agate grey TGY4715

MINERAL
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The Marl Collection of Melamine Dinnerware has the look of 
beautiful, artisan handmade ceramics with all the durability 
and strength of melamine. Marl’s unique, organically shaped 
rim, contrasting two-tone lightly speckled gloss interiors/matte 
exteriors are ideal for creating the perfect canvas for your dish.

SPECKLED EFFECT

MARL COLLECTION

small plate 
6.0” dia. x 0.5” F

steel blue TBL4601

grey TGY4601

large shallow plate
11.0” dia. x 1.0” E

steel blue TBL4602

grey TGY4602

large deep plate
11.0” dia. x 1.8” E

steel blue TBL4603

grey TGY4603

ramekin
3.0” dia. x 1.4” (2.2 oz)

40

cream TCM4610

steel blue TBL4610

grey TGY4610

small bowl
6.8” dia. x 3.3” (28.0 oz) J

steel blue TBL4606

grey TGY4606

large bowl
9.0” dia. x 3.3” (50.7 oz) J

cream TCM4607

steel blue TBL4607

grey TGY4607

shallow share 
platter
15.3” dia. x 1.0”

J

cream TCM4604

steel blue TBL4604

grey TGY4604

deep share platter
15.3” dia. x 1.8” J

cream TCM4605

steel blue TBL4605

grey TGY4605

MARL
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The Trafalgar collection is minimal and subtle and will 
complement any tabletop. The matte texture gives a natural 
contemporary finish, whilst combining practicality and durability 
that melamine provides. Suitable for both indoor and outdoor 
use.

TRENDY TWO-TONED

TRAFALGAR COLLECTION

small shallow bowl
9.5” x 8.8” x 1.3” J

taupe TW4724TP

grape TW4724GRP

cream TCM4724

medium shallow bowl
11.0” x 10.5” x 1.5” J

taupe TW4725TP

grape TW4725GRP

cream TCM4725

small square plate 
8.0” x 8.0” x 0.6” E

taupe TW4721TP

grape TW4721GRP

cream TCM4721

medium square plate 
10.0” x 10.0”  x 0.7” E

taupe TW4722TP

grape TW4722GRP

cream TCM4722

large square plate 
12.0” x 12.0” x 0.8” H

taupe TW4723TP

grape TW4723GRP

cream TCM4723

round bowl
7.5” dia. x 3.1” 28.7 oz H

taupe TW4727TP

grape TW4727GRP

cream TCM4727

TRAFALGAR
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Handleless, lightweight, and practically unbreakable, Talon’s 
the perfect choice for coffee places, restaurants, and offices. 
Eye-catching corrugated profile protects consumer from hot 
contents and looks stylish in 4 trendy colors. 

CORRUGATED EXTERIOR

TALON COLLECTION

espresso cup 
2.7” dia. x 2.5” (3.2 oz)
use with saucer 5012

E

steel TBL5016

ash TGY5016

noir TB5016

mint TMG5016

coffee cup
3.4” dia. x 3.0” (6.1 oz)
use with saucer 5014

J

steel TBL5019

ash TGY5019

noir TB5019

mint TMG5019

coffee cup
3.4” dia. x 3.7” (10.1 oz)
use with saucer 5014

J

steel TBL5018

ash TGY5018

noir TB5018

mint TMG5018

espresso saucer
4.3” dia. x 0.7” E

steel TBL5012

ash TGY5012

noir TB5012

mint TMG5012

coffee saucer
5.8” dia. x 0.7” J

steel TBL5014

ash TGY5014

noir TB5014

mint TMG5014

TALON
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Impeccably designed, this all-in-one collection includes 
four footprints which can be combined to create different 
capacities and levels for a buffet that’s entirely unique. Now 
the addition of Kata White allows for even more exciting 
combinations!

SPECKLED DECOR

KATA COLLECTION

USE DIRECTLY AS A PLATEUSE BASE AS A PLATTERFOUR FOOTPRINT SIZES

crock
5.1” x 6.9” x 2.8” 28.7 oz J

black TKT4224

white TKTW4224

crock
6.9” x 10.2” x 2.8” 57.6 oz C

black TKT4222

white TKTW4222

crock
10.2” x 13.6” x 2.8” 121.6 oz A

black TKT4226

white TKTW4226

crock
6.9” x 20.5” x 2.8” 121.6 oz B

black TKT4228

white TKTW4228

KATA

RIPPLE

bowl
T1553 5.5” dia. x 3.5” 22.0 oz H
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Our oversized, interchangeable pedestal bases in two sizes 
(4" height (M-09) and 8" height (M-08)) and seven tops 
screw into each other giving many different options for your 
food display. The unique design of these stands and no 
metal parts allows for easy cleaning and storage.

SCREW FIT BASE & TOP

INTERCHANGEABLE STANDS

short interchangeable base
M-09 4.0” dia. x 4.0” J

high interchangeable base
M-08 8.0” dia. x 8.0” B

rectangular interchangeable top
M-03 22.0” x 12.0” x 2.0” B

rectangular interchangeable top
M-10 15.0” x 10.0” x 1.0” J

square interchangeable top
M-05 16.0” x 16.0” x 1.0” B

ellipse interchangeable top
M-04 26.0” x 9.0” x 2.0” B

round interchangeable bowl top
M-07 16.0” dia. x 3.8” 169.6 oz B

round interchangeable top
M-06 16.0” dia. x 1.5” B

INTERCHANGEABLE STANDS
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mini circular buffet stand
TB3500 11.1” dia. x 10.1” 1

 Works with Mineral Collection
4710 on page 7

circular buffet stand
TB3600 16.9” dia. x 14.8” 1

 Works with Marl Collection
4604  & 4605 on page 9

 Works with Marl Collection
4605 on page 9

TGY4710

Brandy Diepraam - Director of Key 
Accounts
IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, MI, MN, MO, ND, NE, 
OH, SD, WI

brandy@bauscherhepp.com

919.747.5402

Ginger Green - Director of 
Sales - East Coast
AL, CT, DC, DE, GA, MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, 
NJ, NY, PA, RI, SC, TN, VA, VT, WV

ginger@bauscherhepp.com

919.747.5403

Kimberly Wehrly - Director of 
Sales - West Coast
AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR, 
UT, WA, WY

kimberly@bauscherhepp.com

919.747.5408

Katie Connelly - Director of National 
Accounts
AR, FL, LA, MS, OK, TN, TX

katie@bauscherhepp.com

919.747.5407

BauscherHepp Showrooms
• Raleigh, NC
• Chicago, IL
• New York, NY

Sales Rep Showrooms

We are the creators and purveyors of high-quality tabletop and
buffet ware for the professional food and beverage industry. 

We are BauscherHepp, Inc.

Through our portfolio of trusted brands that stand the 
test of time, you’ll find something new, something long-
lasting, and something unique. Coupled with your vision 
and our expertise, we’ll collaborate and bring your vision 
to life in ways you did not imagine. 

Jump in. See what our team can do for you. 

1
Transparent communication and expert collaboration 

3
Artistic innovation

2
Excellence every step of the way

WE PROMISE

BUFFET STANDS
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